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Materials Needed 
• Plastic tarp (for outdoors) or large sheet of plastic (for indoors) 
• Rocks, soil, vegetation, etc.  
• Water pitcher 
• Paint pan (for indoors) 
• Shallow plastic bin (for indoors) 

Background  
Rocks do a great job of filtering out organic matter, such as leaves, bugs, and dirt, but rocks 
cannot filter out dissolved chemicals, gases, or dangerous liquids. As rain and snow fall to the 
ground across the surface of the Earth, the water infiltrates into the subsurface soil and rock.  
How much of this water that actually makes it into the groundwater depends on a variety of  
factors: 

• Amount of precipitation 
• Soil/rock type 
• Soil saturation (how much water is already in the soil?) 
• Land cover vs. man-made surface (soil surface vs. asphalt) 
• Slope of the land 
• Evapotranspiration 

The process of infiltration involves water slowly percolating downward and traveling through a 
series of pores throughout the bedrock.  Not all water that infiltrates the ground will stay in the 
topsoil layer. The water can move vertically and horizontally throughout the soil and subsurface 
material where it can enter a stream by seeping into a stream bank or continue its path  

Grade Level: 3-6 

Activity Length:  
45 minutes 

Alignment to Utah Core Curriculum  
Intended Learning Outcomes (ILO’s): 
1. Use science process and thinking skills. 
2. Manifest scientific attitudes and interests. 
3. Understand science concepts and principles. 
4. Communicate effectively using science   
    language and reasoning. 
 

 
Enduring  
Understanding: 
Ground water  
contamination is  
affected by what is 
on the surface.  

Process Skills: 
Observing,  
Inferring, Predicting, 
Collecting evidence, 
Recording, Analyzing 
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downward through pores in the substrate and ultimately into groundwater aquifers. These 
processes are known as aquifer recharge. 
Quick Look at Important Definitions: 

• Aquifer:  a rock formation saturated with water 
• Porosity: the percentage of the total volume of a rock that consists of pore space 
• Permeability: the ability of rock to transmit fluids 

 
Activity 
You can do this activity at a nearby stream or river or in your schoolyard or classroom. 
If you do it outside, find a sloping area to work on. If you do it in the classroom, create a sloping 
area using an upturned paint pan or similar object in a shallow plastic bin. 

• Have a student fill a pitcher from your water source. 
• Lay the plastic down evenly on the slope. The plastic represents man-made land  
• covers, such as asphalt, concrete, etc. 
• Have students draw and label the arrangement. 
• Have students make and record inferences about what will happen when water is 

poured on the top of the slope. 
• Ask students to think about and record their observations and how the man-made  
• feature is affecting aquifer recharge? How would this affect aquifer contamination? 
• Repeat the process, but this time, remove the tarp and use a natural surface instead, 

such as the natural slope or paint pan covered in soil and natural materials. 
• Have students make and record observations about how the water changed the natural 

surface and draw conclusions about why it might be beneficial to have vegetation  
• covering a slope. 
• As a class discuss observations, inferences, and conclusions. Point out that man-made  

surfaces increase the speed of water and increase erosion rates.  Vegetation promotes 
water infiltration, acts as a natural buffer against contaminants, and slows the erosion 
process.  Additionally, plants act as a first line of defense against water by slowing the 
rain droplet before it impacts the soil. 

Learning Extensions 
Follow up with the Come Clean! water filtration activity from the Natural History  
Museum of Utah. 
 

Formative Assessment Strategies 
Monitor student’s notes to see if they are understanding how to record data, inferences,  
analysis, and conclusions.  
 
Use diagnostic questions in the discussion to find out what students know, what misconcep-
tions they have, and what information needs to be stressed during the activity. 
 
Ask students many open-ended questions at each part of the activity to gauge understanding. 
The final discussion should provide information about the level of understanding that students 
reached and provide guidance for learning extension needs.  


